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Abstract 

 

 Lumbar herniated in any age specially in Young people is one of the most common disorders 

which can lead to low back pain and radiculopathy disorders. sometimes can it involve 

human lifestyle and impressed any people for several times. Some studies have been done by 

many researchers to reduce suffer of this condition in many times. This study focuses on 

radio frequency energy as pain relief device and effect of this procedure on degenerative disk 

disorders and neuropathy complaints in order to achieve more effective source for pain relief. 

there are several methods in variety of fields can improve sign and symptoms of this disease, 

meanwhile in this study looking for more effective and sustainable treatment which can 

improve more variety of people in wide range with mildly, moderately till severely 

discopathy disorders. Based on some studies Pulsed Radiofrequency has been performed for 

Lumbar vertebral  



pain relief from many years ago but it is essential to do more investigation for this procedure 

in order to use this method on a large scale.  

In conclusion, radio frequency energy fields will be discussed in relation to pain relief and 

inflammatory reaction management in lumbar herniated disk in different phase of discopathy 

disorder. 

Introduction 

 

Low back pain has become one of the most serious health problems, which involved %84 of 

Young people in the worldwide, according to last survey in some countries the total cost for 

low back pain is estimated to exceed 100 billion dollars per year. 

According to guideline from the American Collage of Physicians and the American Pain 

Society, spinal degenerative disorders such as disk herniation lead to low back pain. Besides 

that, lumbar disk herniation is one of the most common degenerative disorders lead to local 

pain and radiculopathy. 

On the other hand, some studies found about %90 patients who experience lumbar herniated 

disk do not have any symptoms after six weeks even if they do not any medical treatments 

and conducts. 

Experts believe lumbar herniation dish can improve and heal itself because of three reasons: 

1) the body the herniation as a foreign material, shrinking the size of herniated material and 

reducing the amount of inflammatory proteins near the nerve root. 

 

2) over time some of the water from inside the disk is absorbed into body, causing the disk to 

shrink. The smaller disk is less likely to extend into nerve roots, causing irritation. 

 

3) lumbar extension exercise may move the herniated ears away from spinal disks. Whether 

exercise can accomplish this is matter of debate in the medical community. 

By performing Pulsed Radiofrequency energy (PRFE), there is possibility to motivate natural 

reaction of body secondary to herniated disk disorder. 



Based on some studies, in general, the symptoms of herniated disk get better because of 

effective reaction of body in order to decrease inflammatory process. Briefly, most people 

who involve in discopathy condition without intervention of medical procedures get better 

and treated in some times.  On the other hand, symptoms of disk herniation and radiculopathy 

get worse in some patients with history of low back pain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Basically, a tough outer of disk called the annulus which protects the gel like interior of each 

disk that is called nucleus pulposus, due to aging and intervertebral disk injury lose some of 

the fluid that makes them spongy. as a result, disk tend to become flatter and harder 

secondary to aging. this process known as disk degeneration. Because of this condition, 

intervertebral space decrease and nerve can be compressed Resulting nerve irritation.  

On the other hand, intervertebral disks can get rapture because of heavy lifting or trauma. 

This condition lead to bulge, crack or tear in disk’s outer ring because of pressure or stress on 

the spine. Disk protrusion or bulging can push against the nearby spinal nerve root. the 

inflammatory material from the interior may irritate the nerve, the result is shooting pain into 

the button and down the leg that is called lumbar radiculopathy. Radicular pain is secondary 

condition can lead to compression or inflammation of spinal nerve root. regardless of the 

underlying cause, degenerative disks either trauma, this condition can involve many patients 

from 30 to 50 who are suffering or frustrating from this disease. This condition can be 
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appeared in any lumbar vertebrae. Most common vertebras can suffer from this condition 

during heavy lifting stress are L4_L5 and L5_S1 sections.  The most common symptom of 

radicular pain is sciatica pain which radiates along the sciatica nerve [ down the back of thigh 

and calf into the foot]. Generally, there are variety of medical procedures are performing to 

decrease acute and chronic discopathy disorder. meanwhile, Pulsed Radiofrequency energy 

(PRFE) has been proved to be useful in acute and chronic pain in any age.  Besides that, any 

effectiveness it can be useful to heal damaged tissue and motivate natural reaction of body to 

repair itself and decrease inflammation and pain. Secondary to inflammation reduction, 

edema can be decreased which is helpful in doscopathy disorders. 

Description of PRFE: 
 

ITEM Description 

Main Power 100~240V~, 50~60hz Auto selectable 

Main Metrospective Frequency 470Hz ±10% Sine Wave 

Maximum Output Frequency Maximum 25W ±10% 

Frequency Output Time 1~30min, Time step: 1min 

Output type Auto adjustable and Manual adjustable 

Temperature Adjust 
Auto CET & Bipolar: 39°C~47°C (0.5°C Step) 

Auto RET 100mm electrode: 41°C ~ 45°C 

Manual Mode 1%~100%, Power intensity step: 1% 

Display 320x240 Backlight mono graphic LCD 

Safety Class and Type Class 1, BF Type 

Dimension 363x380x179mm (W x D x H) 

Weight 10kg 

Active Electrode 

CEP: Ø20mm, Ø30mm, Ø80mm, Ø100mm 

RET: 60mm, 100mm/Bipolar: 30mm/Option: Hair Electrode 

Figure 1 



Radiofrequency energy (PRFE) (figure 1) is a novel therapeutic modality with many potential 

applications in pain management. A variation of conventional continuous radiofrequency, 

which has been in use since the mid-1970s, it offers the advantage of neuropathic pain control 

without the tissue destruction. There is history of radiofrequency for chronic pain which was 

First used to treat pain in 1974, in the earlier years, technological constraints limited RF 

therapy to cervical and lumbar facet disease, since that time, RF has been used to treat lumbar 

radicular pain. Pulsed radiofrequency Energy (PRFE) a technology that is related to 

continuous radiofrequency, which provides pain relief without causing significant damage to 

nervous tissue. The mechanism by which PRF controls pain is unclear, but some studies show 

that is similarities between mechanism of PRF and anti-inflammatory drugs in the body.  

Indeed, biological effects that result from heating of tissue by RF energy are often referred to 

as “thermal” effect can be considering to be useful to heal damaged tissue. Stimulation of 

serotonergic and noradrenergic systems and induction of descending pathways have also been 

proposed, there is no clinical evidence of any nerve damage with pulsed Radiofrequency 

Energy.  

 

Recently, some studies refer to radio frequency energy fields which can use for treatment of 

inflammatory disorders and pain. Pulsed radio frequency energy (PRFE) refers to non-

thermal, non-ionizing, non-contact electromagnetic energy with a carrier frequency of 

27.12MHZ with pulse bursts of µsec to 1msec at a frequency of 1to 1000HZ. These devices 

are considered by the FDA to be non-thermal shortwave diathermy devices and have been 

cleared to be used in treatment of postoperative pain a swelling in superficial soft tissue. 

 

In a recent review of the literature, PRFE was found to be useful in relieving chronic pain as 

well as pain associated with low back pain. The mechanism of PRFE is similar to NSAIDs by 

inhabitation of COX and related pathways to inflammation. PRFE has been shown clinically 

to have an analgesic effect on pain, by motivation of biological and cellular mechanisms. It 

has been shown to control and motivate natural mechanism of body to heal and improve 

damaged tissue in order to reduce pain and inflammation after any injury. There is possibility 

that additional therapeutic of PRFE be uncovered by researchers in future.  

 



 

 

Totally, effects of Radio Frequency Energy compromised to: 

1) thermal effects 

2) pain relief 

3) reduction of inflammatory process 

4) edema reduction 

 

Beside these effects, this essay categorized to indicate more greater results of Pulsed Radio 

frequency Energy as a greater pain relief in discopathy disorders which can expand clinically 

by many researchers in the future. By considering of those effects in above, PRFE is valuable 

device to absorb and evaporate water in lumbar herniated disk. some clinical experiment has 

been shown that PRFE beside analgesic effect can reduce bulging by evaporating water and 

help body to accelerate natural reactions to heal itself. In this case, many patients were 

assessed with several MRI within six months after PRFE procedure in order to manage their 

problems. During this time, it was wonderful that some patients reported that there was not 

any disk bulging anymore. But this entitlement needs to be investigated in variety of different 

groups various population in order to prove this claim as a great achievement. 

 

Materials and methods 

Subjects 

Ethical approval from the local ethical committees and informed consent from patients 

were obtained. 

A total of 105 patients with lumbar herniated disk (65 males and 40 females) were assessed. 

undergoing lumbar intervertebral discectomy surgery were excluded. All subjects were 

admitted to clinic because of lower extremity radiculopathy. Some of the patients had LBP 

whereas some did not. All subjects meet the following inclusion criteria: (1) lower extremity 



radiculopathy; (2) at least a single segment disk herniation on MRI (3) no response to 

Conservative treatments, such as anti-inflammatory drugs and physical therapy. Patients with 

endplate Modic changes, Schmorl,s nodes, spinal deformity tumour, infection, heart 

pacemaker, severe heart disease, connective tissue, pregnancy, muscle disorders, and the 

other contraindication of PRFE were excluded. Ideal patients will be aged 40 to 60 with less 

degenerative intervertebral disks. 

 

Treatment and methods 

 

3 groups were assessed in this study: 

Group 1: Patients with low back pain secondary to herniation disks with age 35 to 75 

Group 2: Patients with radicular pain secondary to herniation disks with age 35 to 50 

Group 3: Patients with low back pain or radiculopathy problems with age 35 to 75 

 

In group 1)  

we performed a retrospective analysis of 58 patients with low back pain secondary to 

herniation disk bulging without radical pain treated with PRF at 43°C for 15 minutes. They 

did not use any analgesic and inflammatory drugs in order to be managed their pain during 

procedure. It has been found a successful outcome (>80% improvement) in the end of each 

session. This procedure was be performed patients from 35 to 75 with considering of their 

crucial disease. This procedure was performed 3 times a week for one month depending on 

their problem or age could be longer. 13 patients without a history of back surgery and 22 

patients had undergone surgery. 

 

In group 2)  

there were another group, who were performed the same protocol for them, 25 patients 

without history of back surgery, 35 patients were undergoing surgery. they had radicular pain 

and sciaticalgia. in this case, chronic and acute phase of lumbar radicular pain were assessed 



and satisfaction of patient ( up to %75) were achieved secondary to this method, but it has 

been considering to be longer in comparison with group1 (>3 month). This procedure was 

performed 4 times a week for 3months depending on chronic or acute condition. although, 

some patients need to be monitored for six months to be cured completely. For sciatica, 

PRFE was applied in buttock to control patients’ pain. In this procedure, it is very important 

to apply applicators directly on the damaged tissue.  It is very important to monitor patients 

and nerve root during this procedure in comparison with other tissues. There is not much 

difference between nerve method and herniated disk method. during applying this procedure 

severe pain can be created, but that is completely natural.  Sometimes, using this method can 

create pain in first second and then it has been controlled by other nerves to decrease pain in 

damaged area. Besides that, time of applying the applicator in nerve root considerably was 

decreased in order to increase the patient’s tolerance. Sometimes pain relief process was 

started immediately and patients got better after one session. Any physiotherapy devices or 

pain relief drugs was not used in order to purify this procedure. Besides that, there is 

possibility to collect correct information. McKenzie exercise were helpful but there were not 

sufficient during treatment. Some patients need to be strengthened because of aging or long-

time recovery. Although, most people in the acute phase were not able to do exercise 

properly.  

Generally, healing period not be influenced by extra methods such as exercise. Although in 

this procedure some factors such as age and blood problems can influence blood flew and it is 

possible to postpone healing period. 

  

In Group 3)  

there were third group who were assessed in order to control size of disk bulging secondary 

to PRFE, it is needed to be performed serial MRI during procedure in these group 25 males 

and. 34 females were assessed.  In some patients wonderfully there were considerably 

changes in their MRI and their problems completely were resolved after six months.in some 

patients. Period of treatment were so fast in compare to other patients. In this case, were done 

several MRI in several times. there was a considerable change in their size of bulging disk 

after 3 months. In this case, same protocols have been applied. Some patient who have great 

change in healing of damaged disk were young people with moderate discopathy disorder. 



These patients have up to %80 satisfaction after 3 months. This achievement was wonderful, 

but that this claim needs to be investigated in larger study populations.  

 

Results 

 

A retrospective analysis conducted in private clinic of 177 patients with post- surgical and 

non- surgical lumbar discopathy was has been shown that PRF has benefits for pain relief, 

anti- inflammatory results and reduction of bulging. Success was defined as more than 80% 

pain relief at 4 weeks for low back pain, 6 weeks for radicular pain. as well as there were 

positive responses to satisfaction and functional improvement questionnaires. Statistically, 

patients were more satisfied secondary to PRFE in compare to other treatment who had done 

before. This method can be applied for inflammation process and pain relief in any damaged 

tissue with least side-effects. This procedure has been shown that is safety method for healing 

damaged tissue because of thermal effect. But, in order to open bright side, some researches 

need to be done in different tissue in order to get better result in this field. 

 

Discussion 

 

PRF has several characteristics that make it, in clinical experienced, a better therapeutic 

option in herniation disks than other treatment.  Due to lack of tissue destruction, PRF offers 

broader applicability to pathological conditions such as neuropathic pain. This device also 

appears to be a relatively safe procedure, it seems to have few side effects; indeed, we 

successes to monitor patients and their reports of adverse reactions secondary to PRF during 

several month. There were no trial of symptoms even after several month. In addition, it also 

may have a number of potential financial advantages in comparison with other devices 

because of short period and non- return treatment. 

 Characterizing the mechanism by which PRF exerts its biological effect is a substantial 

challenge. New therapies for the treatment of pain that are effective and well tolerated are an 

important of future analgesic research. A comparison between the different standard 



therapeutic treatments for analgesia shows that, at least in part, the mechanism of PRFE is 

similar to other physical therapy devices. Sometimes it is preferable treatment for patients 

because of its non-return. By understanding the biological and cellular mechanism underlying 

PRFE-mediated effects, it is possible to apply this method in wide ranging in the future. 

  

Conclusions 

 

The emergence of PRF technology represents a promising step toward treating complicated 

pain conditions such as herniated disk. As the evidence in support of PRF accumulates, it is 

likely that its potential to be applied more broadly will also increase.  Radiofrequency energy 

can be considering to be First choice of treatment in herniated disks in order to decrease 

surgery procedure. Unlike some researches, the cellular and molecular mechanisms for PRFE 

mediated analgesia are still poorly understood. Further clinical and basic science research are 

required for the understanding and further application of pulsed electromagnetic fields in 

medicine.  

Totally, this method as a first choice for herniation disks can unload some extra costs for 

patients in order to improve healthy life for patients who suffer from herniated disk disorder. 
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